LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers
LUXAFLEX® Window Fashions is Australia’s
largest and most inspirational Window Fashions
provider for over 50 years. Testing and quality
craftsmanship together with a 5 year warranty*
makes LUXAFLEX® LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers
the perfect choice for your home.

WHY CHOOSE LUXAFLEX®
LUMINETTE® PRIVACY SHEERS?
LUXAFLEX® LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers are a visually
striking alternative to sheer curtains with the benefit
of translucent or room darkening vertical vanes that
provide perfect light and privacy control.

PRODUCT FEATURE
*Conditions apply. See www.luxaﬂex.com.au for warranty document. © Copyright 2010 Hunter Douglas Limited [ABN 98 009 675 709] ® Registered Trade Marks of Hunter Douglas Limited. C9339_08.2010

The innovative wand and cord are combined into
a single control for the perfect blend of form and
function. With LUXAFLEX® LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers
you won’t have unsightly cords to worry about,
making them safer for children.

UNIQUE BENEFITS
LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers are exclusive to
LUXAFLEX® Window Fashions with their unique
design that has a 180 degree vane rotation and
travelling wand that allows for seamless movement
of the shade with minimal light gaps. They are made
from 100% polyester with a finished fabric header to
conceal the operating system.

“I love living with my LUXAFLEX ® LUMINETTE ®
Privacy Sheers because they perfectly suit
my home and I love having dual purpose
blinds that combine the benefits of blinds
and curtains in one along my sliding door”
...LUXAFLEX ® Customer.

www.luxaf lex.com.au
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Why choose LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers versus other window covering styles?
• Provides the functionality of two blinds in one stunning shade to deliver
light control and privacy. When open, the sheer vertical facings provide
daytime privacy and maintains your view. With the vanes closed, night time
privacy is assured.
• Having a single track with inbuilt pelmet eliminates the need for double
tracks, curtain lining, pelmets, and draw backs, providing a minimal
streamlined design which is soft and elegant.
• The unique sheer fabric facings provide a reduction of the sun’s UV rays,
depending on the fabric selected.
• Ideal for large windows or doorways as they allow instant access with the
sliding of the shade which can be challenging with other styles of window
coverings.
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Why choose LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers versus competitor products?
• Unique design

• Piece of mind

This product is unique and protected by a patent. Competitor products that
may have some similarities do not feature the superior fabrics, in particular
the way the sheers hang in a soft rounded position, or the fabric vanes
which are part of the sheer’s fabric blanket. They also do not feature the
superior SOFTTRACK® System.

5 Year Warranty* offered by a reputable long standing brand providing you
with piece of mind in the unlikely event you need to make a claim.

The LUMINETTE® Privacy Sheers Range Overview
• Fabric choices of either 89mm or 120mm vane sizes.

Colour co-ordination

• Choice of fabric sheers in a range of textured finishes and decorative
effects. Some fabrics feature coloured vanes to enhance colour
intensity, while others feature white vanes to achieve a natural
ambience and superior light reflection.

Matching fabrics allow you to team a sliding door covered with LUMINETTE® Privacy
Sheers with a window covered in SILHOUETTE® Shadings in the same room.

• A choice of light control fabrics are available, from translucent light
filtering or blockout for privacy. This allows you to maintain the same
colour and style throughout the home with translucent vanes in the
living area and blockout vanes in the bedrooms.
• Full 180 degree vane rotation allows vanes to be fully closed in both
directions, allowing you to set the vane at a position that suits the angle
of the light and adjust it throughout the day and night.
• SOFTTRACK® Exclusive Track System features a scissor mechanism to
perfectly align the vanes at all times. Smooth and effortless to operate,
only one track is required. When the fabric is drawn across the track the
track is not visible as the fabric pelmet perfectly covers the track.
Choice of operating methods

Standard combination wand with cord
operation. Twist the wand to rotate the vanes,
and pull the cord to retract the vanes. The
wand sits neatly behind the ﬁrst vane.

Optional travelling wand. Traverse the fabric
by holding the wand and pulling the fabric
across. Twist the wand to rotate the vanes.

Both options provide excellent child and pet
safety as they do not have hanging cords.
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